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Gerry Frank
I am pleased to announce that the fourth edition of Gerry
Frank’s Oregon is now available (published May 2018).
This new edition has been completely updated with dozens and dozens of new listings. These entries are my recommendations for the best places to
eat, sleep, play and relax in our
great state. Find the best seafood shacks on the coast. Learn
about a remote cattle ranch
where you can dig for your own
thundereggs (our state rock).
From trendy bistros to historic
lighthouses, from gleaming new
hotels to log cabin hideouts,
from county fairs and festivals
to Willamette Valley wineries,
Gerry Frank
brew pubs and unique retail
stores – each place and activity I suggest (over 700 descriptive
reviews) is worthy of your time and hard-earned dollars. No
region of the state has been overlooked.
Growing up in a “department store” family with roots in
Oregon long before it was a state, I developed a certain savvy
for retail salesmanship. I later spent a good part of my life
as chief of staff to the late Senator Mark Hatfield. Working
together for a quarter century, we visited every corner of Oregon’s geography on constituent swings. For over 30 years now
I have been writing for The Oregonian Travel Section, furthering my knowledge of Oregon’s nooks and crannies. It is
these adventures and experiences – as well as the recommendations and memories of friends, colleagues and readers –
that I drew upon to form the basis of Gerry Frank’s Oregon.
And it has been a huge success. I have been overwhelmed
by the positive response to the first three editions. I hope you
enjoy this new edition as much as I did bringing it to you.

J EWELERS
Since 1944
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Waters, April. Willamette Edge. Acrylic on canvas. 2003.
Anonymous Gift to the Salem Art Association Permanent Collection. April Waters captures the reflection, transparency and movement of water in paintings which provide an opportunity for her to experience nature and the “pure joy
of applying paint to canvas.” Courtesy of the Salem Art Association. Artist Credit: April Waters Exhibition: Salem Art
Association Permanent Collection

A new courtyard designed by Oregon artist Lee Imonen, as well as a portrait of namesake Edward C. Allworth and two additional works
by Oregon artist April Waters, have been installed at the Edward C. Allworth Veterans' Home in Lebanon.
The works of art are in the main entrance, front lobby and the Canteen of the complex at 600 N. Fifth St.,
and may be viewed from 8 to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
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The works were commissioned through Oregon's Percent for Art Program.

Sand Lake Estuary, Oil on Canvas, 34 by 80", Slocum Orthopedic Clinic, Eugene, Oregon
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Renown Salem
Artist, April Waters

Oneonta Creek, Columbia River Gorge, Oil on Canvas, 36 by 80"
Collection of Salem Hospital, Salem, Oregon
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Water, with its qualities of reflection, transparency and
movement has been the focus of April Waters’ paintings
for decades.
When she is inspired by a place, she goes there often,
in different seasons and on different times of the day. In
most cases, she sketches or paints on site. Sometimes,
she hires a helicopter pilot to fly her over the site to see
what it is like from above. Equipped with sketches and
her experiences, she then paints in her studio using oil
on canvas or oil on panel.
As she focused her painting on the rivers, creeks, estuaries and coastlines of the Northwest, she became interested in water in a larger context. She traveled to meet,
learn from and photograph contemporary women leaders who were making significant environmental contributions around water. After meeting each one, she painted a large scale portrait to bring attention to their work.
Her series of paintings of Dr. Helen Caldicott, Dr. Wangari Maathai, Dr. Vandana Shiva and Maude Barlow represent women who are working, or who have worked, to
protect the watersheds of the world and assure that fresh
water remains available to all.
She has been invited to exhibit her paintings at several
conferences regarding women/and or the environment
including ‘Women Reshaping the World’ sponsored by
Living Futures. She was honored to speak and share her
art at the Willamette River 2100 Conference sponsored
by Oregon State University and in November, 2017 she
was the artist in residence at the national conference of
the American Water Resources Association.
Waters has a Bachelor of Fine Art from University of
Colorado, in Boulder and worked for many years as a
Registered Nurse. Now her works are in many places of
healing including Salem Hospital, the Hope Orthopedic Clinic, the Slocum Orthopedic Clinic in Eugene, the
PeaceHealth Medical Center in Springfield and the Adventist Memorial Hospital of Portland.
Paintings by Waters are also in the collections of the
Hallie Ford Museum of Art, Oregon State University,
Mount Angel Library, the Edward Allworth Veteran's
Home and many others. Waters was selected as a National Park Artist-in-Residence for the Crater Lake
Centennial Celebration and exhibition at the Schneider
Museum of Art in Ashland. The painting Wizard Island,
Crater Lake was exhibited at the American Embassy in
Kyrgyzstan through the United States Arts in Embassies
Program. Her painting, One Water is in the collection of
the State of Oregon through the Percent For Art Program
and is currently being exhibited at the Health and Wellness Center of Western Oregon University.
Her work has been featured in numerous exhibitions
over the past thirty years including a one person show in
the office of Oregon’s Governor.
Page 10, Willamette in Bloom,
Oil on canvas, 38 by 56", Private Collection

Create
Your
Own
Love
Story

503 364-8707 wilsonjewelers.com

Tues-Fri, 10am-5:30pm, Sat 10am-3:30pm, 216 Commercial Street NE, Downtown Salem
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Reduce, Reuse & Reuse & Reuse, Then Recycle
OREGON SURPLUS GIVES EX-GOVERNMENT MATERIALS A SECOND LIFE
By Beth Casper
Oregon Surplus Property doesn’t want anything to
go to waste.
But when 7-foot-wide satellite dish covers arrived at
the agency’s warehouse from the Oregon Department
of Transportation, manager Sven Anderson worried
that they would end up in a landfill. He knew other
state agencies didn’t have a use for them, but he hoped
people in the community would use them.
“So we put it in the online auction and let the public
figure out what they will do with them,” he said. “And
people came up with some incredible ideas for these
things.”
One person bolted two together and made a dazzling
piece of yard art. Another person told Anderson she
was going to make it into a children’s swimming pool.
A third person built a chicken coop out of it.
“We just let the public get creative with these items,”
Anderson said. “Otherwise, these giant fiberglass pieces would have been trashed.”
Oregon Surplus Property, a program of the Oregon Department of Administrative Services, acquires
equipment and property from the federal government.
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Those items are transferred to state agencies or nonprofits that need them. State agency property no longer
needed is mostly sold to the public. It’s a system of
reuse unparalleled in other businesses.
Every state has a similar agency. Before the state surplus agencies can get federal property, every other federal agency and Native American tribes have a chance.
So items that are available to the states are often used
by more than one federal agency.
“Reuse is the name of our database for tracking all
of this property,” Anderson said. “We think this is primarily the business we are in. We are in the business of
figuring out how to reuse this property.”
But it’s not just the agency’s mission that makes it
green. The green operations and practices within Oregon’s Surplus Property agency have meant it excels in
sustainability.
When Oregon decides to submit a request to the
federal government for property, it reviews the location
it is coming from. Not only is that good for the budget,
it’s good for the environment.
“We pay shipping costs,” Anderson said. “We try
to acquire property from states closest to us to reduce

shipping charges and to minimize transportation pollution.”
The agency earned its EarthWISE certification
in 2009. The EarthWISE program is a free business
environmental assistance program of Marion County.
EarthWISE staff helps businesses recycle, save energy,
reduce waste and much more. To earn certification, a
business meets criteria in six areas. Oregon Surplus
Property is one of more than 150 EarthWISE businesses and organizations in Marion County.
For all of the property that this state agency stores,
it needs a huge warehouse. Oregon Surplus Property
has looked at energy efficiency from every angle for
the 70,000-square-foot warehouse on Salem Industrial
Drive NE.
The seven roll-up warehouse doors were insulated in 2011. The edges of those doors were sealed to
reduce drafts. And the three main roll-up doors are
now controlled by remote from the forklifts—making
them much more likely to be shut quickly after being
opened. Anderson, who is always looking for more opportunities to save energy, is looking into a different
type of door that zips up and down in front of forklifts—further reducing heat loss.
The original heating, ventilation and cooling system
is being evaluated and will be replaced with a highly
efficient HVAC unit.
Staff also installed programmable thermostats that
turn off the heat at 12:30 p.m. every day.
It makes sense to turn off the heat at 12:30 p.m. because between 1 and 4 p.m. several of the roll-up warehouse doors are open to allow members of the public
to peruse and purchase property. The public can find
out more about the types of items found there at www.
OregonSurplus.com.
Energy savings have been further reduced by switching out old light bulbs for LEDs. Both inside and outside the warehouse, LEDs on motion sensors light up
every space.
Salem Electric estimates that within 4 years, the program will have recouped the cost of the bulbs in energy
savings. Official estimates show that the indoor lighting replacement will reduce energy use by 74 percent
compared to the old lights.
The agency’s elimination of garbage is as impressive
as its energy reduction.
Oregon Surplus Property used to have a 30-yard
dumpster that cost money to rent as well as each time
it was emptied. In 2013, a push from an employee who
took the county’s master recycling class resulted in the
agency replacing the 30-yard dumpster with a 2-yard
dumpster, a 2-yard co-mingled recycling container and
a 2-yard cardboard recycling container. The changes
reduced the program’s annual costs by $4,000.
“For me, sustainability doesn’t have anything to do
with Surplus,” Anderson said. “I think all state government operations should function like this. We are
trying to be responsible stewards of the resources we
are given.”
To learn more about Oregon Surplus, go to: www.
oregon.gov/das/surplus/pages/publicpurch.aspx. For
more information about the EarthWISE program, visit www.mcEarthWISE.net or call Alan Pennington at
503-365-3188.

Free Earth Day Celebration
Features
Fun,
Music, &
Education
At
The Oregon
Garden
Looking for an fun way to celebrate the
upcoming 49th annual Earth Day? Then
head out to The Oregon Garden in Silverton for the 2018 Earth Day Fair. It
will take place on April 21, from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. This is the only day of
the year that admission to The Oregon
Garden is free to all.
The day will feature a number of
earth-focused activities and presentations
which include: how to master backyard
composting, drive an electric car, make
your own reusable bag, and create your
own seed starter pot. Visitors are invited
to enjoy The Oregon Garden’s 80-acre
botanical garden, featuring more than 20
specialty gardens.
Educational exhibitors, along with several non-profit and student groups, will
be located in the Garden’s Grand Hall.
The celebration highlights music from
the Early College High School Emaa Da
drumming band, Bush Elementary Marimba Band, and the Woodburn High
School Mariachi Band. Local food vendors will also offer a variety of tasty items
for purchase.
Free parking and shuttle service will
be offered from the gravel lot north of
Roth’s Fresh Market in Silverton, and
free parking is offered at Robert Frost
Elementary. On-site parking is available
for $5.00.
Visit www.oregongarden.org for additional details. The 2018 Earth Day Fair
is presented by Marion County Public
Works Environmental Services, Oregon
Department of Energy, The Izaac Walton
League, and The Oregon Garden.
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David George Andersen (American, 1960-2017), “Vault of Heaven,” 2013, mixed media, 27 x 17.25 x 7.5 inches,
collection of the Hallie Ford Museum of Art, Willamette University, Salem, Oregon. Maribeth Collins Art Acquisition Fund, 2017.005.

Two Exhibitions Opening on April 14 Through May 13
Hallie Ford Museum is also holding an exciting
"Pop-Up Virtual Reality Experience: Step Into Two
Paintings at the Hallie Ford Museum of Art"
What would it be like to step from a museum gallery directly into an intriguing work of art? Have you
ever thought it, or wished it? Normally we might only
be able to do this in an imaginative dream, but Willamette University student Anna Neshyba has been
hard at work transforming this very scenario into a
“virtual reality” with two artworks at the Hallie Ford
Museum of Art. Her “Pop-Up Virtual Reality Museum Experience” will take place on April 17, 24, and
May 1, between 1 and 2 p.m.; and April 21, 28 and
May 5, between 1 and 2:30 p.m., in the Maribeth
Collins Lobby at the museum.
During her pop-up experience, Neshyba invites visitors to use a VR headset and VR controllers, to step
into two virtual environments based on Paul Missal’s
painting “The Hallway,” 1971, and David George Andersen’s mixed media work “Vault of Heaven,” 2013.
The virtual representation of Andersen’s “Vault of
Heaven” features a much more abstract space, with
strange, moving objects, but familiar iconography.
The environments are immersive and designed to
-16-

emphasize core features of the original works of art
which are part of the Hallie Ford Museum’s permanent collection and on display in the Carl Hall Gallery.
Neshyba is a Computer Science major, Art History
minor, completing her final semester at Willamette
University. Her fascination with virtual reality (VR)
had its genesis in a Renaissance art history class,
during a discussion of the historical development of
perspective and the imitation of reality in European
art during the 15th and 16th centuries.
In the summer of 2017, she was awarded a stipend
by the National Science Foundation to do research
at Louisiana State University. There, she honed her
programming skills while developing software and
data visualization.
In the fall of 2017, she combined these two backgrounds into her “Virtual Reality and Art” project
which seeks to challenge the current reigning perspective that VR is just for gaming. As Neshyba develops these immersive programs, she says her goal is
to “expand the interactive accessibility of art, spaces,
and the artistic experience, while preserving the integrity of the original works of art.”

Hallie Ford Museum of Art features annual senior
art majors and faculty exhibition
Each spring, the Hallie Ford Museum of Art pairs
its annual "Senior Art Majors" exhibition with a small
solo exhibition of recent work by one of the faculty
members in the art department at Willamette University. This year’s "Senior Art Majors" exhibition features
the art of 11 senior art students, while the faculty exhibition, "Water is Sacred: Water is Life," focuses on recent works by Professor James B. Thompson (American,
born 1951). The exhibitions open April 14 and continue
through May 13 in the Melvin Henderson-Rubio Gallery and the Atrium Gallery respectively.
The "Senior Art Majors" exhibition is characterized by a wide variety of styles and approaches and
includes sculpture, painting, prints, photography, video
and installations. This year’s senior art students include
Jacob Benjamin Nissim Behar (Los Altos, CA), Audrey Childs (Woodinville, WA), Kristian Lemuel Cruz
(Pasadena, CA), Ashlee M.R. Duarte (Campbell, CA),
Teddy Healy (Studio City, CA), Peri I. Hildum (Corbett, OR), Abigail Lahnert (Golden, CO), Chloe Allease Lawton (Springfield, VA), Miles Solomon MacClure (Berkeley, CA), Miranda Martin (Saint Louis,

Paul Missal (American, born 1941), “The Hallway,” 1971, acrylic on canvas, 72.75 x 68.5 inches,
collection of the Hallie Ford Museum of Art, Willamette University, Salem, Oregon. Stephan Soihl Art Acquisition Fund, SOI98.008.

MO), and Nastja Nykaza (Chicago, IL).
As a special feature, the current group of seniors will
discuss their work as part of a series of free Tuesday
gallery talks at noon on April 17, 24, and May 1.
Thompson’s "Water is Sacred: Water is Life" exhibition explores the themes of water and water waste
through mixed media paintings on paper, mixed media
prints on paper, kiln-formed glass panels, and mixed
media sculpture on panels. Thompson holds an MFA
degree from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri and has been on the art faculty at Willamette

University since 1986 where he teaches drawing, painting and printmaking.
Financial support for this exhibition has been provided by general operating support grants from the
City of Salem’s Transient Occupancy Tax funds and
the Oregon Arts Commission.
Also,
Salem artist Robert Bilber's work starting May 12.

A very exciting exhibition of Jim Riswold's work
opening June 2. Jim worked at Wieden+Kennedy in
Portland, and during his 20 plus years there, was responsible for legendary advertising campaigns for Nike
featuring Michael Jordan, Charles Barkley, Bo Jackson,
and Tiger Woods, among others. His exhibition pokes
fun at taboo figures such as Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Mao Zedong, General George Custer, Vladimir
Lenin, and Kim Juong Un.
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Salem Art Association Receives $36,955
from Grantors Supporting the Arts
The Salem Art Association (SAA) continues to
expand its reach in the community through the
support of four generous grantors: Oregon Arts
Commission, Oregon Cultural Trust, Marion
County Cultural Corporation, and William S.
Walton Charitable Trust.
Salem Art Association receives support from
the Oregon Arts Commission, a state agency
funded by the State of Oregon and the National
Endowment for the Arts. Funding from the Oregon Arts Commission has a significant impact
in helping SAA provide diverse ongoing arts
education and arts opportunities to improve the
lives of all people in its three-county area.
The Salem Art Association (SAA) received two
grants from the Oregon Arts Commission:
A.
An award of $15,054 from the Operating Support Program provides operating support for SAA’s diverse arts services delivered
through its core programming: three art galleries; arts education for thousands of youth,
many from Title I schools; services to emerging/professional artists; collaborations prioritizing diversity, equity, inclusion; and the Salem
Art Fair & Festival.
B.
An award of $9,391 from the Arts Learning Program provides support to help SAA
evolve its Artist in the Schools programming to
meet the current needs of schools experiencing
limited time and resources to provide quality
arts instruction for their students. Since 1984,
the Artists in the Schools (AIS) program has
been providing direct arts education services
to K-12 students in the mid-Willamette Valley. Today, more schools struggle to bring arts
learning to their students due to the loss of art
instructors/coordinators and the increased class
time focused on core curriculum requirements.
Funds will help SAA, an experienced arts organization, build a complete art curriculum module to guide schools through the entire process
in providing their students with meaningful
arts instruction.
SAA’s Arts & History Immersion Project has
also garnered the support of several grantors.
The project seeks to engage underserved students in the appreciation of the arts and our
shared cultural heritage. In its third year, the
Arts & History Immersion Project provides
educational field trips for a 1,000 fourth-grade
students attending some of the most challenged
Title I schools in Marion, Polk, and Yamhill
counties. Making this possible is a grant of
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Artists in the Schools

Arts and History Immersion Project

$8,510 from the Oregon Cultural Trust. This
year, the Oregon Cultural Trust had a record
fundraising year which led to a record grant
making year: a clear testament of the value that
Oregonians place on cultural activities in their
state.
This project was also made possible, in part, by
funding from the Marion Cultural Development
Corporation with a $2,000 grant award. The
Arts & History Immersion Project fulfills their

third funding priority: “Inspire youth to engage
in creative expression and heritage activities
and support their efforts to develop cultural
awareness and proficiency.”
Most recently, a $2,000 grant was awarded to
the project from the William S. Walton Charitable Trust whose emphasis is on funding projects
that improve the quality of life for Salem-Keizer
area residents.

Art by Maya Greenwood, Age 8,
Poster Artist Award Winner
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Gerry
Frank’s
Oregon

All New 4th Edition
I am pleased to announce that the fourth edition of
Gerry Frank’s Oregon is now available (published May
2018).
This new edition has been completely updated with
dozens and dozens of new listings. These entries are
my recommendations for the best places to eat, sleep,
play and relax in our great state. Find the best seafood
shacks on the coast. Learn about a remote cattle ranch
where you can dig for your own thundereggs (our state
rock). From trendy bistros to historic lighthouses, from
gleaming new hotels to log cabin hideouts, from county fairs and festivals to Willamette Valley wineries,
brew pubs and unique retail stores – each place and activity I suggest (over 700 descriptive reviews) is worthy
of your time and hard-earned dollars. No region of the
state has been overlooked.
Growing up in a “department store” family with
roots in Oregon long before it was a state, I developed
a certain savvy for retail salesmanship. I later spent a
good part of my life as chief of staff to the late Senator Mark Hatfield. Working together for a quarter
century, we visited every corner of Oregon’s geography
on constituent swings. For over 30 years now I have
been writing for The Oregonian Travel Section, furthering my knowledge of Oregon’s nooks and crannies.
It is these adventures and experiences – as well as the
recommendations and memories of friends, colleagues
and readers – that I drew upon to form the basis of
Gerry Frank’s Oregon.
And it has been a huge success. I have been overwhelmed by the positive response to the first three editions. I hope you enjoy this new edition as much as I
did bringing it to you.
Following are some vital statistics for the all new edition of Gerry Frank’s Oregon:
Available: May 2018
ISBN: 978-1-879333-29-1
UPC: 858039003079
Detail: Approx. 500 pages, paperback 5.25” x 8.25”;
hundreds of write-ups of Oregon’s treasures and most
interesting places
• Retail Price: $19.95 (with significant discounts for
quantity orders – 40%, 50%, 55% off and more)
• 24 books per case
Book-signing events will be scheduled following
the printing; radio and television interviews are also
planned. The Oregonian will play an important promotional role.
Contact me direct if you would like additional information.

PH:

Gerry Frank
Author & Publisher
Gerry’s Frankly Speaking, Inc.
P.O. Box 2225
Salem, OR 97308
503/585-8411, 800/692-2665
gerry@teleport.com
FAX: 503/585-1076
oregonguidebook.com
Gerry Frank
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OLIVIA'S

Welcome to Olivia's! We are located in the heart of
downtown Salem. We specialize in women's clothing and
accessories, but we also have an amazing gift department.
Every woman is beautiful and unique, and we celebrate
that with clothing that is stylish, elegant and comfortable.

310 Court St NE, Salem, OR 503-581-6953
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310 Court St NE, Salem, OR 503-581-6953
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310 Court St NE, Salem, OR 503-581-6953
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310 Court St NE, Salem, OR 503-581-6953
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Pachino , The Magic Word
Ciao a tutti,
You can say, after you read this article, that
you heard it from Lullu first. PACHINO is the
magic word and it is a magical fresh tomato. I
am Italian, born and raised in Naples so I know
a few things about tomatoes….but not about
the pomodoro di Pachino until recently. I was
just in Naples and as usual I stay with my sister
Elena and her husband Arnaldo. I am very glad
they are foodies because I love to explore new
markets and new foods with them. This time I
didn’t have to go far to taste a new “food”. They
just happened to have at the
house a basket of tomatoes. I
eat tomatoes as if they were
candies. I Go by the basket
and pop one in my mouth
and go on. I do that also in
Salem at my house or at my
store. I always have tomaLULLU TRUITT
toes available to munch on.
FOOD
So I did the same at their
EDITOR
house. This time I could not
go on to my business as usual. I stopped and
went back to the tomato basket. There was
something different about these tomatoes. I
could actually connect with the soil, the texture of the skin which is firm but tender, the
richness of the color red of the skin, the earthy
smell of the green stem. Never had a tomato like
this tomato, I had to know more about it.
I can compare the quality of this tomato to the
best sushi tuna available or to the best cut of Kobe
beef form Japan. It turns out that I am not that far
off. These tomatoes are the best of the best.

These tomatoes are called Pachino because that
is the name of the town where they grow; it is at
the most southern tip of Sicily. Perfect climate,
perfect luminosity, perfect partially volcanic
soil, perfect high salt content in their water
well to make these tomatoes the very best. Of
course they are I.G.P. Indicazione Geografica
Protetta.
They were first cultivated
in 1925 but it took a very
long time for this gem to
get out to the open market. Sometimes we Italians are slow to appreciate what we have. It was
after 1970 that finally the
pomodoro Pachino was
discovered and started to
grow in popularity, but
still limited. The growing of this tomato is a
well-organized and carefully planned process. I
have been back to Italy many, many times and
not just to Naples. I have traveled all throughout the country and this is the first time I have
had the pleasure to eat one or two or three (you
get my drift!) of these pomodori.
It is still not easy to get your hands on this precious tomato and because of this, it makes more
desirable. But believe me, it is worth the search
for it. You see, this is
Geographically protected meaning that
this gem is coming
only from a certain
region of Italy. Spe-

Bikes | Rentals | Repairs | Fit | Community
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cifically Pachino in Sicily. The acronym I.G.P.
means this is the same kind of protection as in
Parmigiano Reggiano or Champagne for the
French people.
As you can imagine, many in horticulture have
tried to reproduce the tomato but to no avail……
so now they are really going to the “root” of
the tomato. It seems it has been established that

THE ACRONYM I.G.P.
MEANS THIS IS THE SAME
KIND OF PROTECTION AS IN
PARMIGIANO REGGIANO OR
CHAMPAGNE

Series
of Relativity

this ‘heirloom “tomato has been passed on to
generations without any cross hybridization.
Am I going to try to grow some? Of course! I
know they are not going to be the same at all,
but I still have my memory of the taste. If I close
my eyes eating one of the “duplicate” tomatoes,
I can fool myself for the moment. But I also
think that I will go back to Italy and I will go to
………Pachino – the tomato mecca!
Until next time, keep on cooking.
Lullu

Pachino tomatoes are grown in a small Sicilian municipality
that obtained Protected Geographical Indication
https://www.finedininglovers.com/stories/pachino-tomatoes/
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The Northwest's Premier Arta Potties, Established 2015
Created by Fabulous Salem Women
Entertainment Destination
Loverboy & Berlin Featuring Terri Nunn, May 5, 2018

Little River Band, May 19, 2018

Spring Wine & Spirits Fair, April 21, 2018

At Spirit Mountain Casino, we know how hard
it can be to find fun local events. Between our
main Event Center stage and sports bar, we offer
regular entertainment that will keep you coming back. Our entertainment lineup features a
variety of recurring events and performances,
as well as many top acts for both one-off shows,
and extended runs. Browse our schedule of upcoming acts and buy your tickets today!
To purchase tickets you will be re-directed to
Vendini, a third party site, to securely process
the transaction. Vendini is the only authorized
partner to process Spirit Mountain ticket sales.
Beware, tickets purchased from other sites may
not be valid.
Spirit Mountain restaurants provide a gourmet
dining experience for every appetite. Whether
you’re in the mood to experience Cedar Plank,
Oregon’s largest buffet, or want to enjoy a romantic dinner-for-two, Spirit Mountain satisfies every culinary desire. Set against a rustic
backdrop, the dining options at Spirit Mountain
offer unique cuisine in seven distinct venues.
Our well-priced buffet wows guests with meltin-your-mouth cedar plank salmon, prime rib
and unique Northwest and seasonal dishes. We

offer seven chef action stations: international,
pizza, seafood, carving, American, Asian, and
the bakery. Adults may enjoy a beverage or two
from our secured beer and wine station.
Enjoy the highest service amid the relaxed atmosphere that makes the Pacific Northwest feel
like home. Treat yourself! Enjoy fresh fare that
will satisfy your hunger while enjoying a beverage from our full service lounge.
Mountain View Sports Bar offers a massive 14
foot 4K video wall and 17 HD flat screen TV’s to
cover all your favorite sports events. Our great
bar menu features burgers, buffalo wings, nachos, NW micro-brews and domestic beer on
tap. We host a variety of recurring events and
performances, as well as many top acts for oneoff shows and extended runs.
Summit View Lounge features a full-service
bar and live entertainment on special occasions. Watch your favorite sporting event while
enjoying great food and your favorite beer or
cocktail, all with direct ac-

cess to our high stakes gaming area. Must be
21 or older.
At Spirit Mountain Casino, not only will you
enjoy deluxe accommodations, restaurants and
gaming, but you can enhance your stay with
our rewarding promotions or special events.
Our promotional events help make your visit
an engaging and interactive experience. Enter
to win prizes, test your skills in contests, or join
the exclusive players club and save! You could
win exciting getaway vacations, new luxury
cars and SUVs, cash prizes and more! Make
your stay in Grand Ronde, Oregon an unforgettable experience. Take advantage of all Spirit
Mountain Casino has to offer.
Join the club today for a chance to win $10,000
in Free Play!
All new Coyote Club members will get a
chance to play the "Prize is Right" kiosk game
for a shot at the $10,000 Free Play prize.
Just swipe your Club card at a kiosk within
48 hours of joining the Coyote Club and play
"The Prize is Right" to reveal your prize. Prizes
include Free Play, Food Discounts, 1,000 Bonus
Points, 2X Point Multiplier, Playing Cards and
other merchandise.
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The concept to provide portable toilets, using
professionally laminated art from the Roger
Yost Gallery used to attract support to the cause
of providing basic dignity for the homeless population to use a restroom, and avoid hepatitis
outbreaks.
The Salem women succeeded in providing 4
Arta Potties over a 3 year span, removing 5000
gallons total of human waste from the streets.
This was achieved entirely by private citizens, lo-

will be able to provide even greater access to
restrooms 24 hours a day to those in our community who otherwise don't have access."
Oregon City PD originally contacted Ms. Maitland in last summer, and immediately created
two standing Arta Potties, including the state's
first ADA accessible unit.
"It's the tale of two cities, Oregon City is succeeding with the program due to police and
city involvement. "They simply do not place
the burden of public health solutions solely on

the public. Working in collaboration is the only
way for the program to succeed," Ms. Courtney
explained.
The four additional Arta Potties, originally
created for Salem, will be gifted to Oregon City
officials in “parade fashion” at 4 p.m. Wednesday, March 28, on the State of Oregon capital
grounds.

cal businesses, churches, community services and
the relentless efforts of the artistic community.
The goal was always to seek placement on
City property, in collaboration with the City of
Salem, That goal was never achieved or permitted. Instead Arta Potties were placed on private
properties.
Due to the exploding number of homeless
neighbors, and lack of enough private property
locations, Arta Potties has removed its potties
from the downtown core.
One Arta Potty will remain in Salem at its
original location, the First Congregational United Church of Christ. Remaining donations will
provide sponsorship of this location.
Oregon City has adopted the full Arta Potty
program. Embracing the concept of City, business and community support, Oregon City's
Public Outreach Officer, Mike Day, has been
instrumental in assuring that the program continues to address public health needs.
“Given the positive implementation of Arta
Potties in Oregon City, talks began regarding
the need to expand our program,” Officer Day
said. “The expansion process was made easy
when Arta Potties founder, Rebecca Maitland
Courtney told me she was willing to donate 4
Arta Potties to our fleet. With this donation, we
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Seeking Prospect
& Refuge in the
Fairmount
Neighborhood

Salem architect Nathan Good wants you to
understand something about human evolution when considering his architecture. Nathan, an award-winning designer of custom
homes, and his talented wife, artist April Waters, recently completed work on their new
Salem home, Altaview. Nathan’s thoughtful
approach in creating their forever home reflects both his personal and professional beliefs, culminating in Altaview achieving the
notable distinction of a LEED Platinum-Certified rating by the U.S. Green Building Council. Their home is an homage to sustainability, practicality, and form – planned to the
smallest detail; even their house number,
1859, didn’t escape his discerning eye, chosen because it marks the year of Oregon’s
statehood.
...
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Aaron in Great Room

environments where you can see without be...
ing seen, where our ancestors could hunt with“There are qualities that we designed into this
out being hunted. We create these spaces at an
home, that I also try to do with the rest of my
early age as forts fabricated with blankets and
work, and it has to do with this connection to
cardboard, migrating to treehouses and eventunature,” Nathan explains. “There is a primal
ally to rooms with views. There is something
connection with our evolutionary psychology
very reaffirming about meeting our practical
to have preferences for certain types of spacneed for location and safety by connecting our
es that offer both prospect and refuge. Through
living space to nature.”
prospect and refuge, one finds an affinity for
Altaview does precisely
that, providing an overall balance of outlook
and enclosure near the
top of Salem’s historic
Fairmount Hill. Nestled
amongst the evergreens
with sweeping views of
the coastal range, Altaview is a synchronous
pairing of harmony in
nature and progressive,
personalized
design.
“Our goal was to create
a home we could live
in forever,” explains Nathan. “We factored in
affordability, form, function, and zero energy
bills.”
Altaview is outfitted
with solar panels, which
reap both environmental
and financial advantages. “We do not have any
OPEN
natural gas and had six
Monday - Friday 7am–5:30pm
months last year where
Saturday 8am–1pm
our electricity bill was
Sunday Closed
under $12,” April points
out, “and that was only
686 Commercial St NE, Salem (503) 364-5631
for service fees.”

Wrap
Your
House
In A
New
Coat of
Paint
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Nathan and April sought to create a home that
would allow them to thrive-in-place, with flexibility to adapt to its occupants over the years.
The home features wide doorways, zero entrance
showers, and spaces that can be easily converted
to accommodate other occupants if necessary.
Also of utmost importance was creating a spacious studio for April’s work, while allowing for
private, accessible living space for their adult
son, Aaron, also an artist.
April knew one of the intangible attributes her
forever home needed was a fusion of warmth
and inviting spaces with abundant light and
uncluttered spaces. Most importantly, her studio needed northern light, a coveted asset for
artists. Nathan, who has designed a number of
award-winning and extensively published custom homes, knew their home should embody
progressive, ecologically beneficial architecture. They both wanted their home to impart
a sense of sanctuary while maintaining a light,
spacious feel.
“That’s one of the contradictions we worked
with; reconciling warm, inviting and of nature
with clean and contemporary. Those could be
seen as opposites.” True to his belief that a challenge is a good thing, Nathan executed on this
dichotomy, resulting in a home that effortlessly
pulls off these diametric ideals.
When they scouted land for their homesite, a
multi-year process, they knew it would have to
be special. They finally struck gold in their .24acre home-site within walking distance of Nathan’s architecture office in downtown Salem.
Altaview’s design carefully follows the contours
of the narrow, sloped lot. “The layout of the land
was a challenge in a good way,” explains Nathan.
“There’s a saying we use in our facilitation work,
‘A problem well-defined is half-solved,’ which
applied to the land we chose and the basis for the

April in Studio

design of the home.” He pauses for a moment,
and says with a smile, “What was more interesting was having your wife as a client.”
Each room in Altaview affords majestic views;
the sweeping vista of the Cascade mountain
range on the horizon and glimpses of the Willamette River, spilling western light into the living
spaces. On the main entry level, the master-bedroom speaks to efficiency of space, embracing
both warmth and brightness. The placement of
the south and west-facing windows give way to
views of the Minto Brown and Fairmount Parks
while also cradling its occupants in the trees, as
if suspended in a treehouse. “The greenspace to
the south is part of Fairmont park,” April says,
“so we will always have this lovely view. I think
being close to nature and connected to the space
around us is so important.”
A focal point in the main living area is the
low-profile sealed woodstove that is a source of
energy efficient heat without compromising indoor air quality. The home’s heat recovery ventilator filters and distributes fresh air throughout
the home through a series of supply and return
tubes. Or, as Nathan refers to them, “The lungs
of the home.”
Cozy counterpoints to the spacious open floor
plan exist where Nathan chose to curve the wall
surfaces, softening the space while still allowing
for flow, acting as the perfect backdrop to show-

case their mutual commitment to using natural
materials. “We both love wood and wanted a lot
of it,” Nathan explains. “We used many types of
local woods; white oak, maple, Douglas fir, and
redwood. Our contractor, Shan Stassens of Winsome Construction, worked closely with us to
identify wood suppliers that fit our tight budget.”
The front entry showcases salvaged redwood
sourced by Bruce Wadleigh of Barnwood Naturals from a water tank in Silverton. “Bruce provides some amazing wood. We work with them
whenever we can.”
Barnwood Naturals supplied a striking proscenium arch of salvaged hand-hewn beams repurposed from a century-old barn south of Salem
and reassembled on the site by Ron Parvin of
Adagio Construction.
April points to the gorgeous oak floors provided
by Zena Hardwoods as a source of visual warmth
and connection to their community. “Zena is one
of the regional leaders in providing FSC certified
hardwoods, which we love to specify for our clients,” Nathan adds.
Eschewing the chaos of a busy home, April envisioned an environment akin to a simple canvas
for displaying art – both her own and by other
artists. Nathan, on the other hand, is an enthusiastic collector of unique objects and curiosities:
an antique egg separator formed from an unbroken metal coil, a whimsical root ball, and one-of-

a-kind spectacles. The object itself is secondary
to the form; if it’s beautiful and works well, Nathan is drawn to it.
April, an accomplished artist, needed a space
that would accommodate the needs of her studio.
“I asked my architect for a studio large enough to
enable ample room for my large paintings. The
studio and home are exactly the right size for us.”
Inside her spacious, light-filled work space, April
can see the sky change out her westward-facing
windows and work near her north-facing windows. Bright and airy on even the most overcast
of days, visitors to April’s studio might be gifted
a glimpse of a large (44’ x 72”) landscape she is
painting of the Oregon coast, or her latest “Shero” portrait of Dr. Sylvia Earle, an internationally
known marine biologist.
April traveled around the United States to meet
with the eight dynamic international women
leaders who were the subjects of her large-scale
portraits (80” by 60”). Each painting features a
woman who bravely carried the torch for humanitarian and environmental justice, most of
whom have made significant contributions to the
equitable sharing and protection of clean water.
No additional travel is on the agenda for now,
allowing April and Nathan time to add landscaping to their home and enjoy the beauty of the
Pacific Northwest from their refuge at Altaview.
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Around Town with Mary Louise, Covering the Best Events in the Mid-Valley

Salem Art Association
19th Gala Clay Ball

Steve Tandy is Famous for Listings
There are so many reasons to call Steve Tandy when
you are ready to list your property, we thought it might
be interesting to find out his top ten.
#1.) Know your property
#2.) Know your deal
#3.) Know your clients needs.
#4.) Personally handles all his own listings.
#5.) Always available for calls.

#6.) Cross all your T's and dot all your I's.
#7.) Top knowledge of real estate laws and trends.
#8.) Lifetime Handyman Service
#9.) Creative Advertising
10.) Coldwell Banker Mountain West Real
Estate Inc. and its group of professionals.
We could go on..but we had so much fun visiting
with Steve that we suddenly realized that his #1 se-

cret to success in real estate is that he has fun! Watch
for Steve Tandy in the Statesman Journal each week..
the Salem Business Journal and Homes and Land. He
may be dressed up like a Leprechaun, a Flower or who
knows what!
One thing for sure he certainly know how to have a
good time. There's a reason why he is famous for listings.
This year Tandy celebrates 40 years in the business.

Frankie Bellvists auctiontable

By: Mary Louise VanNatta, APR, CAE
There are always events happening in
Salem, but few can rival the elegance and
decor of the Clay Ball. The 19th gala, presented by the Salem Art Association (SAA),
featured a Great Gatsby-esque, Silver
Screen theme, complete with a red carpet,
silent auction and exquisite wine.
More than 400 guests dressed to the nines
attended the prestigious fundraising event
traditionally held at the end of February.
Master of ceremonies Jon Lauer, President of the SAA Endowment Foundation,
not only provided wine from his vineyard
(Bryn Mawr) but offered a generous donation match during the auction.
The ball features art and artists to fundraiser for SAA programs. Donors contributed more than $67,000 to ensure that
the association can continue to enrich the
community, inspire artists, and educate
students on the history of art. The primary
purpose of the fundraiser is to ensure that
future generations are exposed to works of
art and encouraged to learn the rich history of
the industry.
After a few hours of food, art and music, it was
hard to not donate to such a compelling cause.
The atmosphere was electric. Executive Director Sandra Burnett and her team had The Salem
Convention Center, decorated with sparkling
lights, immaculate drapes and flickering candles. It felt like an old Hollywood party filled
to the brim with mingling guests. I would not
have been surprised to see Frank Sinatra belting
out a signature song or James Dean sipping a
martini.
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Call me anytime to list your home.
Steve Tandy (503) 566-5519

Megan & Guy Thompson

I enjoyed dining with Megan and Guy Thompson, whose images was captured by photographer James O’Shea for the event program. In
addition to the auction and donations, the event
featured and sold several works by artists in the
community. Some of the most popular works
were Eric Wuest’s, Salmon Run which was won
by Matt and Lauren Benjamin, and my personal favorite, John Van Dreal’s, Figure in White
Drapery #6. Fortunately, it went home with
friends Mary and John Hawkins.
In addition to art purchases, other high-sellers (which I somehow didn’t win) included the
BMW Lease, donated by lead event sponsors,

BMW of Salem & Portland, and a Portland River
Cruise, donated by Dana and Howard Collins.
Overall, the fundraiser was a compelling cocktail of creative works, food and dance, expertly
crafted to showcase the importance of art and
history. I can’t wait for next year’s event, which
will be Feb. 23, 2019. Find out more at salemart.
org/clay-ball or call 503-581-2228.
Mary Louise VanNatta, APR, CAE is the CEO
of VanNatta Public Relations and the social columnist for Salem Magazine covering the best
events in the valley. www.PRSalem.com, @PRSalem.
Photo Credits: James O’Shea
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The Rolling Bridgeway Café
Serving Up Delicious Food and Second Chances
You hear it all the time.
“Salem is so lame!”
“There is nothing to do here!”
“When is it going to catch up to Portland?”
For as long as many of us can remember, it
seems as though Salem has lived in Portland’s
shadow in many ways. We’ve always been on the
heels of our northern neighbor but now, like a
long distance runner who has been pacing themselves, we’re beginning to catch up.
One way Salem is catching up is by hopping on
the food truck bandwagon that Portland has been
driving for years now. These mobile restaurants
have been popping up left and right in our humble
city and residents have welcomed them with open
arms. Authentic tacos? Yum! Classic barbecue?
Yes, please! Gourmet sandwiches and salads that
come from a truck that is changing the lives of its
employees for the better? Absolutely! Wait, what?
That’s right. While Bridgeway Recovery Services
has always been in the recovery business, we’re
now in the food business as well. We bought a
food truck called The Rolling Bridgeway Café and
we’re using it to change lives. The goal of our food
truck is to hire people in recovery from chemical
dependency and mental health struggles. Often
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when people in recovery don’t have steady, safe,
and secure employment, they are more likely to
relapse. But we think those who are trying to get
their lives back on track deserve the chance to be
successful. On the food truck they’ll gain applicable job skills that can be transferred to other employment opportunities.
However, we’re tackling more than unemployment and relapses with this unique job model—
we’re combating the stigma attached to addiction
and mental illness as well. In our society, those
who have struggled with these very common
problems still get ostracized and blamed.
“There shouldn’t be any stigma around recovery,” said John Simmons, Culinary and Facilities
Manager at Bridgeway. “Second chances are what
Bridgeway is about. We do it every day.” By employing those in recovery, we hope people will see
that those working on the Rolling Bridgeway Café
are just as capable, responsible, and deserving of
respect as anyone else in the community. We encourage those interested in cooking and serving
delicious, high quality food in a fun environment
to apply. Current job opportunities can be found
at www.bridgewayrecovery.com/careers.
Speaking of delicious, high quality food, the Roll-

ing Bridgeway Café serves up some of the tastiest food in town. Currently, our menu consists
of sandwiches such as the Bridgeway Barbecue
Brisket; a hearty pile of smoked brisket, peach
coleslaw, grilled red onions, and horseradish aioli all enveloped in a baguette; and salads like the
Sweet and Smoky Chicken Salad: chopped kale
and mixed greens tossed with tomatoes, fresh
chives, and candied pecans in a house pickled
ginger vinaigrette, topped with grilled, smoked
chicken breast. “We have fresh ingredients and
create flavors that you won’t find anywhere else,”
said Simmons.
And where can people find our truck to taste
these flavors? The location of our truck changes
weekly and the best way for people to find us is
by following us on Facebook and Instagram: @
rollingbridgewaycafe.
By giving those in recovery a job on The Rolling
Bridgeway Café, we hope to increase their chances of a successful recovery and reduce the stigma
attached to chemical dependency and mental
health struggles. And while a health care organization with a food truck may be unusual, we
like to push boundaries. After all, going out on a
limb is how you reach the fruit, sandwich.
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ROTH’S PROUDLY SELLS

NORTHWEST

RANCH to TABLE

Hailing from the bountiful Pacific Northwest,
Double R Ranch is widely recognized for superior
beef. They are committed to working with the
region’s most reputable ranchers who use the best
practices to make certain their cattle are well cared
for and all of their beef is robust, juicy and tender.

Mild climate, open spac
es
natural resources make and abundant
th
ideal location for raisin e Northwest an
g the finest cattle.

Your Family Deserves the Best!
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Always fresh, fast and friendly
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A NEW YOU

starting at $125

SALEM/LAKE OSWEGO
glanceglasses.com
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